Chapter 5 • Writing

Lesson

34

Informative/Explanatory Writing
W.5.2
W.5.4
W.5.6

W.5.10

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
Produce clear and coherent writing (including multiple-paragraph texts) in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. CA
With some guidance and support from adults, use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing
as well as to interact and collaborate with others; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a
minimum of two pages in a single sitting.
Write routinely over extended time frames and shorter time frames for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes,
and audiences.

SA
Understand the Standards

Do you ever read the newspaper? Do you ever glance at the front page or look at the
headlines?

Dryden Daily News

Village Board to Decide Zoning Policy

Tuesday, May 8
Two-Car Accident in Harford

M

Village of Dryden The Dryden Village Board
will meet tonight at 7 P.M. at Village Hall to
make final decisions about village zoning.
Mayor Hicks said, “This is a chance . . .

Harford Drivers and passengers walked away
safely from a two-car collision along Route
38 last night. A Subaru driven by Jonas
Sutfin, 28, lost . . .

E
PL

Newspaper reporters present information about what happens in your
town, state, nation, and world. They use facts, definitions, details, and
quotations to provide information. The information may tell who, what,
when, where, why, and how.

Words to Know
inform
explain

◦ When you write to inform, you give facts about a topic.

◦ When you write to explain, you tell how something is made or done.
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Informative/Explanatory Writing

Informative/Explanatory Prompt
How is your town run? Do you have a mayor or a city
council or both? Do you have a town supervisor and a
town board? Do you have a village board and mayor?
Write a report on the governing structure of your
hometown for people who are new to your town.
Begin by doing some research. Then write a short
report that tells how your hometown is governed.
Include a good introduction and conclusion.

Writing
Connection

SA
Planning

Purpose and Audience

Informative/explanatory writing has one of two purposes: to explain or to give
information. Your audience is the person or group who will read your writing.

M

Use the prompt to answer these questions.
1. Why are you writing a report?

Prewriting

E
PL

2. Who will read your report?

To write an informative report, you must use outside sources. Where could you find
information about the way your hometown is governed? Name two places.
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Lesson 34

Dylan called the Board of Elections in his town. He also looked at his town’s website on
the Internet. Read Dylan’s notes.
How the Town of Dryden Is Governed
executive: supervisor (two-year term) also sits on board
legislative: town board—four members “true of most towns in area”
according to B of E —over 100 years

SA

supervisor job—create budget, disburse funds, represent town on county
committees
town board job—approve budget, help write laws, approve bids and bills
town board—alternating four-year terms

M

Think about the order Dylan might use to write a good, clear report. Circle, box, or
underline notes that seem to go together.

Drafting

E
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Organizing

Once you have notes and have organized them, you are ready to write.

Here is Dylan’s plan for writing. Each Roman numeral will be a paragraph.
I. Introduction

II. The two governing bodies

III. The jobs of the governing bodies
IV. Electing the governing bodies
V. Conclusion
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Look back at Dylan’s notes. Then answer these questions about his plan.
1. Where will Dylan tell about creating and approving the budget?

2. Where will Dylan tell about four-year terms?
3. Why might paragraph 4 be important to newcomers to Dylan’s town?

SA

Linking Words, Phrases, and Clauses
You can use many different words to connect your ideas. This box shows some
examples.
both, and

especially

for example

in contrast

M

This is the introduction to Dylan’s report.

Dryden’s government has both an executive and a legislative
branch. In contrast to the state government, our town
government gives the executive a seat in the legislature.

E
PL

Answer these questions about Dylan’s paragraph.

1. What linking words did Dylan use to link the executive and legislative branches?

2. What two things did Dylan contrast with the words in contrast?
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Lesson 34

Revising and Editing
Revising for Content and Argument

REVISING INFORMATIVE/
EXPLANATORY WRITING

After you write, read your work over
to be sure you have said all you mean
to say. Have a classmate or an adult
read it, too. Use this checklist to see
what you might fix.

❏ Did I focus my writing on
a clear topic?

❏ Did I use facts, details,

SA

definitions, and
quotations to give
information?

❏ Did I include any
information that is not
important?

Read paragraph 2 of Dylan’s report.
Look at the changes he made.

A supervisor is a chief administrator.

Our executive is the town supervisor. Our legislative

four

M

branch is made up of the supervisor plus town board
members.

Answer these questions about Dylan’s edited paragraph.

E
PL

Elevate

1. What definition did Dylan add to his paragraph? Why did he add it?

2. Why did Dylan make the change in the final sentence?
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Revising for Clarity and Style

REVISING INFORMATIVE/
EXPLANATORY WRITING

Revise your writing to make it clear and easy
to read.

❏ Did I start with an
introduction to the topic?

❏ Are my facts grouped

Dylan’s conclusion will bring his report to a
close. Dylan does this by:

together logically?

❏ Did I end with a

1. using different words to restate the topic

conclusion that sums up
the main idea?

SA

2. offering a new understanding

❏ Did I use precise

3. providing a sense of closure

language that is right for
my audience?

Read Dylan’s conclusion. Look at the changes
he made.

Our government is simple. It consists of one executive and

legislators

effectively

M

four additional people. It has worked super for us for over
one hundred years.

Elevate

E
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Answer these questions about Dylan’s edited conclusion.
1. Why did Dylan change people to legislators?

2. Why did Dylan change super to effectively?
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Proofreading
Before you finish writing, look for mistakes like the ones
listed in the checklist to the right.

Lesson 34

PROOFREADING
CHECKLIST

❏ Did I indent my
paragraph?

❏ Did I use capital letters
correctly?

❏ Did I use punctuation
marks correctly?

SA

Use the proofreading marks in Appendix 2 to proofread
paragraph 4 of Dylan’s report.

❏ Did I spell all words
correctly?

We elect two town board members every other november.

apiece

They serves for four years apeace. The supervisor on the
,

s

M

other hand, serve for just two years.

Publishing

When you publish your writing, you share it with your audience.

E
PL

A news reporter publishes work in print or online. Dylan wrote for new residents of his
town. Here is how he decided to share his report.
Step 1: Format
the report as
a brochure on
the computer.
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Read the inside of Dylan’s brochure. Add more headings to make his brochure easier to
follow.

SA

Dryden’s town government
has both an executive and a
legislative branch. In contrast to
the state government, our town
government gives the executive
a seat in the legislature.

and represents us on county
committees. In contrast, the
town board approves bills and
budgets and bids. It works
especially at drafting new laws.

Our Two Governing Bodies
We elect two town board
members every other
November. They serve for four
years apiece. The supervisor, on
the other hand, serves for just
two years.

M

Our executive is the town
supervisor. A supervisor is
a chief administrator. Our
legislative branch is made up of
the supervisor plus four town
board members.

E
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Our government is simple. It
consists of one executive and
four additional legislators. It
has worked effectively for us for
over one hundred years.

The supervisor creates the
budget, disburses funds,
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On Your Own

Writing
Connection

Choose one of these prompts. Follow the steps in this lesson to do your own
informative/explanatory writing.
A HOW-TO PARAGRAPH

1. Think of something interesting about
your school that you think everyone in town
should know.

2. Imagine that you are hosting a student
from a foreign land. Write directions that
tell that student how to use the cafeteria in
your school.

SA

A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

Write a newspaper article telling about the
topic you chose. Give your article a clear
introduction and conclusion.
Include facts and details that tell who, what,
when, where, why, and how. Add quotations
from people you interview for your article.

Start with a solid introduction. Be sure to
define any unfamiliar words. Include stepby-step directions that will allow the student
to use the cafeteria on his or her own.

A BROCHURE

3. Use online information, the library, and
adults you know to learn as much as you
can about one of these elements:

4. Create a brochure that gives information
about a favorite tourist attraction in your
town or region.

M

A SCIENCE REPORT

aluminum

tin

neon

E
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Do some research online or in the library
to learn about the site that you selected.
Write up facts and details, using headings to
organize them.

Use what you learn to answer these
questions.

What is _____? How do we use it?

Write what you learn in a report that
answers the questions. Organize your report
in a logical way.
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Add photographs or illustrations to
make your brochure more readable and
interesting. Your teacher or computer
lab aide can show you how to format a
brochure on the computer.
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